Elevated risk of opportunistic viral infection in patients with Crohn's disease during biological therapies: a meta analysis of randomized controlled trials.
Biological agents have been widely used in the treatment of Crohn's disease (CD). These drugs carry the risk of excessive immunosuppression, indicating possible opportunistic infections including opportunistic viral infections, but no meta analysis has ever focused on this issue. To evaluate whether there is an association between biological agents therapy and the risk of opportunistic viral infections and serious infections in patients with CD. A search of online databases was performed and literature selection was carried out according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria by reading titles, abstracts and full texts. Study heterogeneity and publication bias were assessed. Whether to choose a fixed effects model or a random effects model depended on the result of heterogeneity test. There was a statistical significance in opportunistic viral infection events between the biological agents group and the placebo group. However, our analysis didn't observe statistically significant differences between the two groups when combined analyses were carried out for herpes zoster and herpes simplex separately. A risk trend in the biological agents group was observed in the analysis for herpes zoster. More analyses aimed at the outcome measures and including influenza and serious infection were carried out separately, but no statistical significance was found in them. Biological agents use might increase the risk of opportunistic viral infections in patients with CD, but not the risk of herpes simplex and serious infections. More randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are needed to draw the conclusion of whether they could elevate the risk of herpes zoster.